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Louis  Vuitton's  menswear show in June drove $2 million in mentions . Image credit: Louis  Vuitton
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Today in luxury:

Virgil's  Vuitton is already selling faster than the Supreme tie-up

Virgil Abloh's first designs for Louis Vuitton have yet to hit the French luxury giant's boutique network, but they're
already selling up a storm, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Rich Chinese still hungry for luxury goods despite slowdown

About half of Chinese consumers say they're planning to spend more on luxury purchases this year in a recent
survey as concerns mount that the slowing and trade war-battered economy may dent demand in the key market for
premium goods, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Saks doubles down on department stores with new restaurant in New York City

When I was a young boy in New York, it was always a special treat to eat lunch in the big department stores when my
mother dragged me downtown with her, per the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Big fairs dominate the art world. Small galleries are seeking another way.

Contemporary art dealers, like pretty much everyone else involved in bricks-and-mortar retail, are struggling to attract
customers through their doors. A collaborative event is one way of coaxing them back, according to The New York
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Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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